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Bachelor Project (Experimental)1. Bloch oscillations: Atom Interferometry

More: When a force acts upon a particle it is accelerated and gains momentum.

Particles in a crystal however are confined in momentum-space to the band structure

of the crystal. When the force is small enough to prevent the particle to jump to a

different band, the particle experience a sudden jump in momentum space when it

reaches the end of the Brillouin zone. In an ideal crystal and under a constant force,

the particle will oscillate indefinitely. The frequency and the damping of these Bloch

oscillations are very sensitive to changes in the force, crystal or environment of the

system. Bloch oscillations can therefore be used as a sensitive tool to measure a host

of different quantities such as the local gravity field, the fine structure constant or the

beyond mean-field corrections to the Gross-Pitaevskii equation.

This bachelor thesis should work out the basic description of quantum Bose gases in

a lattice and the mechanism of Bloch oscillations and compare it to Bloch oscillations

in solid state systems.
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In a crystal of light, particles subjected to a force will oscillate forever in momentum

space. The frequency of such Bloch oscillations is one of the most accurate

interferometric methods to measure small forces, ranging from the gravitational

force down to quantum phenomena like the Casimir–Polder force.

Topic: 

Participate in building yourself a crystal of light and in stabilizing it.

In the lab (optional internship): 



Bachelor Project (Experimental)2. Anisotropic polarizability of multi-electron 
atoms: Beyond the two-level system

More: In many ultracold gas experiments the cooling, trapping and manipulation of

the atoms is done with coherent laser light. The atom-light interaction is hereby

crucially influenced by the polarization of the light: It defines the allowed transitions

for resonant interactions and the depth of the dipole trap. Therefore a good control

over the polarization is important. A modern development is the use of Liquid Crystal

polarization rotators, which allow for an accurate and dynamic control of the

polarization by.

The Bachelorarbeit should work out the basic principle of trapping atoms in far-

detuned optical traps and the dependence of the polarizability on the polarization of

the laser light, the working principle of Liquid Crystal optical and implementations of

dynamic polarization control in ultracold atom experiments.

Light is the key tool to manipulate, cool, trap particles. New opportunities have

recently open up using the special directional dependence that some exotic atoms

posses in their way to interact with light.

Topic: 

Setup and test dynamic control of polarization by the means of a Polarization rotator.

In the lab (optional internship): 



Bachelor Project (Experimental)3. An optical quantum memory 
based on optical tweezers

More: Quantum memories are devices capable of storing a quantum state, and are

being developed in various platforms to enhance the security of communication

networks and for quantum computing. In particular, light qubits can be stored in

atomic systems by being absorbed using an atomic transition, transferred into a

stable internal state of the atoms, and read out again as light through a coherent

emission.

This thesis aims at investigating the possibility of implementing an optical quantum

memory protocol for a system composed of a few atoms, spatially distributed in a

controlled way by means of arrays of optical dipole traps.

Qubits are the basic building block for quantum information and quantum

computation. A flexible memory to store and retrieve qubits will allow to build

quantum networks, enhance quantum communication and distributed quantum

computation.

Topic: 



Bachelor Project (Experimental)4. Rydberg interactions in controlled 
micro-ensembles

More: Rydberg atoms are high energy atoms with interesting properties for quantum

computing and simulation, in particular the stronger interactions they can produce.

Rydberg atoms are employed both in ensembles of millions of atoms and in arrays of

single atoms in optical tweezers. When in tweezers, the single atoms can be

selectively excited to Rydberg states and allow a high degree of control of the state of

the system, while ensemble-based platforms make use of the effect of the strong

field generated by a few Rydberg atoms on all other atoms that are kept on a ground

state.

This thesis will focus on the study of a hybrid system composed of arrays of

ensembles with few atoms and the effects arising from Rydberg excitations. This

could bring new ideas for applications exploiting the combined properties of atomic

ensembles and the high level of control of arrays of dipole traps.

Rydberg atoms are highly excited atoms with interesting properties for quantum

computing and simulation due to their strong Rydberg-Rydberg interactions,

especially when brought into configurable arrays of optical tweezers.

Topic: 



Bachelor Project (Theory)5. Many-body quantum phases in ultracold 
mixtures: from quantum droplets to 
alternating-domain supersolids

More: Binary mixtures of Bose-Einstein condensates are a platform to explore

different many-body quantum phases, arising as a result of the interplay of the

interactions between the two components. By tuning the inter-species and intra-

species interactions, the two quantum fluids can be in a miscible or immiscible

phase, and for a specific choice of interaction parameters the ground state of the

system can create a self-bound quantum droplet, stabilized by quantum fluctuations.

In dipolar systems the additional long-range anisotropic interaction leads to new

regimes in which the two components develop a spontaneous density modulation

maintaining the global phase coherence, resulting in a supersolid state.

This Bachelorarbeit should work out the basic theoretical mean-field description of

quantum mixtures of bosonic alkali and dipolar lanthanide gases, including their

different regimes and their properties.

Binary mixtures of Bose-Einstein condensates are a fruitful platform to study many-

body quantum phases arising from the interplay between the two components. In

the case of dipolar components new effects because of the long-range and

anisotropic nature of the interactions come into play.

Topic: 

Performing numerical simulations to benchmark the theoretical predictions.

Simulating quantum gases (optional internship): 
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Master Project

1. Quantized vortices in two-dimensional dipolar 
mixtures

Quantum gases of ultracold neutral atoms offer a unique platform to study
phenomena like Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC), superfluidity and so-
called quantized vortex nucleation. In recent years, there has been a
growing interest in studying two-component quantum fluids. Here,
miscible and immiscible regimes of the two components due to relative
strength of inter-species and intra-species interactions open the possibility
to investigate different phases. Dipolar mixtures, where atoms interact
with long-range anisotropic interactions, offer even more phases including
the possibility to develop a spontaneous density modulation.

You will learn:

• How to perform numerical simulations with extended Gross-Pitaevskii
equation.

• How to simulate the dynamics of a rotating dipolar BEC.

• Properties of dipolar mixtures and vortices.



2. Tunable 2D lattice for quantum
gas microscopy at 532nm

Master Project

This project aims to improve on our existing

experiments by adding a 2D lattice with

tunable periodicity using the “accordion”

technique. In particular, the student will use an

exisiting off-resonant laser at 532nm to build

and implement an optical setup to create these

tunable lattices.

You will learn:

• 2D Lattice physics

• How to build a stable optical setup

• Electronic control and stabilization



3. Build-up and implementation of 
a narrow-line laser cooling 
system at 631nm

Master Project

This project aims to improve on our existing

experiments by adding an extra stage in the

process of cooling atoms, needed for faster

generation of degenerate quantum gases.

In particular, the student will control a homebuilt

laser, lock it to a cavity and distribute the light to

the running experiment.

You will:

• Learn cavity & laser physics

• Build an optical setup

• Learn electronic control & stabilisation

• Contribute to a running experiment



Master Project

4. Electric field control for the 
detection of Rydberg atoms

The goal of this project is to create a setup for

the control of electric fields in the context of

manipulation and detection of Rydberg atoms

and ions. The setup will then be integrated

with the main experiment on erbium atoms in

arrays of optical tweezers.

You will learn:

• How to design and build a setup for the

manipulation of electric fields

• Electronic control of equipment

• Physics of Rydberg atoms in fields



Master Project

5. Build-up and testing of a new 
setup for ultracold atomic 
experiments

This project aims at the build up of a new test
platform for phyisical effects and techincal
improvements that would be later applied to our
main experiment on erbium atoms in optical
tweezers. The setup will require first to build a
new vacuum chamber and an atomic beam
source, including all related electronics for its
monitoring and control. Later, optical setups for
cooling and imaging of the atoms will be
implemented, followed by the implementation of
optical cooling and trapping.

You will learn:

• How to build an ultra-high vacuum system

• How to set up laser systems and optical
elements for the manipulation of light beams

• Physics of optical atomic cooling, atomic
control and imaging


